
Developing Customer Loyalty

By Norman Brickman

We all take pride in the quality ofthe piano work that we do, and
when the opportunity permits , we enjoy conveying information
about that quality to our customers. This has the secondary
effect of creating a fiust, or loyalty, for retum engagements
and for generating referrals.

We help our customers understand that we arc not only
extensively trained to tune their instruments, but that we
have gone through additional extensive training to establish
a high quality of other technical services. Whether voicing or
addressing noises, bobbling hammers, squeaky pedals, subtle
touch issues, or analyzing issues with humidity, etc., our
customers leam that they can depend on us for quality lvork.
And we all leam to explain the problems and the repairs.

This article concentrates on the tuning portion of our
work, offering suggestions for honing our explanations and
demonsfiations of the tuning that we perform so that our
customers can appreciate our quality work. The intent is for
readers to pick up some pointers that are compatible rvith their
style and approach.

Background
Each customer is unique, so a bonding or loyalty-building

process will differ for each customer. Some are very busy, and
you are hired to come, do your work, and leave in the most
efficient manner. Many akeady know your reputation from
tru sted sources . But I find that a good number of our customem
have an interest in the piano tuning fundamentals. Many of
their children who are taking lessons are also interested in the
underlying nature of the piano and its tuning. Discussing the
tuning of pianos can span topics that include music, physics,
math, mechanics, and more.

The nice thing is that almost all of us tune using equal
tempemment. So, whether you tune aurally, as I do, or use

an electronic tuning device (ETD), the quality of our tuning
is subject to the common reasoning and explanation that is
presented in this article.

When you first enter the home , volunteer your serr,rices to
explain the tuning process. You can start by playing notes and
chords on the piano before you tune it and discuss how they
sound nor,v and the differences to expect when you are done.
The Covid-l9 pandemic currently puts some limitations on
this process, but there is still flexibility available here for you.
You can further offer to explain your tuning process in real-
time, and r,vhen you are flnished, volunteer some of the types
ofexplanations contained further in this article - depending,
of course, on the reception. Students who are into music or
science and math have a natural interest in leaming about what
you do, and from my experience, their parents appreciate the
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time you take to discuss the tuning fundamentals and associated
science with them. Musicians who also play other instruments
often have similar interests to pianotuners, such as parlials and
intervals for a cello player.

Below are some possible topics for discussion.

Octaves
Before you start your tuning, while inspecting the condition

of the piano, you can play several octaves (or double or triple
octaves) to demonstrate to your customer the obvious beating and
lack of a common single note that currently exists. But a more
dramatic moment is when you are done hurtng. Simultaneously
play three or four of the same notes throughout the scale to show
one of the several important aspects of youl tuning, t.lte octaves .

For example, simultaneously play C2 and C3 with C6 and C7 to
demonstrate how closely you can now be perceived to be playing
a single C, mther than in fact playing four notes. Repeat with C#,
then with D , etc . This short demonstration shows the quality of
your work in this one aspect of a good tuning.

Partials
Just as octaves are a fundamental parr of an ET tuning, a

discussion of the partials associated with a vibmting string is
also fundamental for academic discussions of piano tuning.
This is true for the aural piano tuner and the tuner who uses
an ETD as well, such as when tuning unisons or making aural
checks. This is easiest to demonstrate, of course, once the
piano is in tune.

Do the usual: Play one note whiie silently holding down
another note that is two, thrce, or four times the fiequency. Show
how the fundamental excites the upper partials. Ifyou hold down
other upper dampers that are not multiples of the fundamental,
you get silence when you play and release the fundamental. This
process also works in reveme (often better) by playing the upper
note while holding down the lower note. The upper partial is then
excited on the strings ofthat lower note.

This is the start of a physics Iesson on vibrating strings
that is easy to demonstrate. You can use the first two columns
of Table I below to help locate where the partials are on the
keyboard. If we consider C, the table shows that ifyou play C3,
then C4 (2:1) is the second partial, G4 (3:2) is the third partial,
C5 (4:3) is the fourth partial, E5 (5:4) is the fifth partial, etc.

Musical Intervals
The content of this section on musical intervals will

not directly relate to the quality of your tuning, but its brief
explanation lays the foundation for the next section on hearing
beats, which many customers will relate to.



Once your customers or their children understand how
vibrating strings produce partials, this logical next step usually
takes only a few minutes more and provides the introduction
necessary for hearing beats. Table I gives the necessary
foundation on intervals. It has a lot of rows (intervals),
but usually you will only discuss a few in depth, and your
audience may already be familiar with the concepts of a

major third (M3), minor sixth (m6), or a pedect fifth (P5),
for example.

where to lMen ior the b..B lron

At lundameital + hi3he. coinci!ent

3

Two @taves above lhe upper hote

rwo oclaws above the low note

one octave abov€ the hish note

Th.ee odaves abore th. low not.

Two odavs abore the "4: in s:4:3

Four odaves.bove the low note

At hiSh hote + its octave + morc

one odav€ abovethe hish nob

At high note + highercoincident

At high note + its octave + more

23 Al high note + higher coincident

31 At hEh note + higher coin.ident

-fa\le 1: Nlt.rsical Interuals.

The objective is to explain how the musical intervals
that they learn about in their music lessons relate to the
partials ofa vibrating string. The human ear subconsciously
recognizes the sanctity of the intervals due to the
commonality (or coincidence) of the partials, explained
further in the next section. The lower the coincidence
numbers, the more likely we are to recognize the interval
rvhen it's played. For example, a fifth (3:2) is much more
"natural" to recognize than, say, an 11:i2 interval ratio.

Beats and Coincident Partials
Whether you tune with an ETD or aurally, teaching

your customer to hear the beats of an interval and the
progression as you move up or down the scale with that
inter-val (or in the case of a unison, to hear no beats) can
provide important reinforcement as to the quality of your
tuning. In my experience, most people will hear the beats
from the coincident partials after only a couple minutes
of explanation.

Play a major third as an easy-to-demonstrate interval,
selecting a position on the keyboard where it beats at perhaps 6

or 7 beats per second (bps). Table I sholvs how to recognize
a M3 on the keyboard, and Table 2 shows the beat rate to
expect for an interval in octave 4. For example, E3 to Gf3
will beat at approximately 6.5 bps (half the rate shown in
Table 2 since E3-Gf3 is in the third octave. not the fourth
octave given in the table). Explain how the coincident
partial is at G#5, explain that we ignore the sounds at E3
and G#3, and with a couple oftries, you will usually have
a customer both hearing and understanding the nature of
beating intervals.

After the customer can hear the beats, and if they
are interested in more, you can easily demonstrate the
progression of beat rates as you go up or down the scale,
and explain the importance ofthat progression.As indicated,
this whole process of demonstrating interval beats using a

M3 takes only a few minutes, and by being observant of
your customer, you will judge their interest in proceeding
further with other intervals.

Equal temperament beatings (all figures in Hz)

'l"ablc 2: Eqnl'fenpcrat ut Bedt Rdtes (Values exprtssed it Hz)-l

Show the Tuning Steps
Whether you tune aurally or with an ETD, it is

interesting to demonstrate the process that you go through
in tuning the piano, note-by-note. As an aural tuner, I have
a separate set of charts that shows the sequence followed to
flrst set the temperament, and subsequently to go up or down
the scale to extend the tuning. I use the tuning technique
that John Travis developed that has also been referred to
as the "up-a-third, up-a-third, down-a-fifth" sequence.r
You can take an interested customer through the process,
including showing the tests to validate adherence to equal
temperament at each step of the process. You can show
how the intervals that were discussed above play an active
accuracy role throughout the tuning process. As I mentioned
above, customers will be able to hear the beats, and you can
provide an explanation of the reasoning for their use.

Inharmonicity
We understand the importance of inharmonicity in the

piano's scale and the role it plays in our tunings. You will find
that sophisticated customers have already been introduced
to this concept, and they are happy to learn that your tuning
incorporates the inharmonicity that the Railsback curve (Figure
1 ) represents .
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FigtLre 1:The Railsback oirc. indicnting thc tlcuiation bctuutt tfuotctiol tltttl

Explain how your tuning approach incorporates
inharmonicity, which as you can see reaches 30 or 40 cents at

the exuemes of a piano's scale. Most ETDs now simply analyze

the inhamonicity of a paticular pialo in real-time, starting at

the beginning of a tunmg and proceedir.rg from there . For aural

tunings, the inharmonicity is included in each interr'al that is in

use in the tuning process. For example, we might say that an

octave is being set as 4:2 (using a major third and a tenth) or a

double-octave 4:1 (incorporating a 17th). But if we are forced

to be prccise, we acknowledge that our standard practice is to

tune theses (rtaves lvide, and that the aurally set 4:1 (or 4:2) is

actually measurably en-targed slighdy beyond 4:1 in conformance

with the Railsback curre. Explain how our (ETD or aural)

tuning approach gets the 4: 1 interval musically correct, with an

accompanying ficquency measurcment at slightly more than 4:1 .

Other Discussion Points
Each ofus will have other topics that we enjoy discussing

and that will Iikely come up in conversations. For example,

aural tuners can explain tests that are continually in use during

a tuning or techniques used to ensure stability, such as setting

the pins. Some ofus will explain that we tune ambidexhously,

tunhg grand pianos right-handed and uprights leflhanded, for

example. Some technicians prefer to tune durhg the attack

portion of striking a note versus the sustain portion; an ETD

can show the difference in pitch from attack to decay.

Exceptions to Equal Temperament
As noted earlier, a small number of piano tuners opt to

not tune to equal temperament. Equal temperament has been a

foundation in Westem keyboard music for more than 200 years

and an industry standard in the piano world for more than I 00

years. But it is always impoltant to encourage innovation and

creativity, and a non-standard piano tuning should be evaluated

on its merits.

The non-traditional tunings can still fall within the ET

framework, or they can be non-ET based. Their use will modify

some of the discussion points that have been outlined in this

article and may require a substitute for othen . I will only briefly

introduce here a couple of common examples and mention

how the above sections might be changed for those tunings.

1 . Pure Fffis or Twefilrs: Some tuners prefer to set all fifths

or fourths pure, at least in a part of the scale. This can be

done in either an ET manner, such as 1 9-TET based on the

12th. or in a non-ET manner. The result for this article's

purposes is that at least the above section on intervals

will need to be modified if a non-ET is used, since the

intervals will not have the even progression that was

discussed. For those technicians who are not using ET or

well temperament, there will not be universal modulation

available for different musical key signatures either.

2. Historic Temperaments: Some temperaments select

cefiain intervals to adjust within the octave, often having

some (but not all) pure fifths and fourths. These historic

temperaments can be of a ferv basic tJpes, such as quasi-

equal or ET substitutes, well temperaments, modifled

meantone temperaments, meantone, and just intonation

temperaments. Well temperament has some favorable

characteristics and allows modulation reasonably to most

musical key signatures. Just intonation, meantone, and

modified meantone temperaments range from highly

to modestly restrictive (respectively) when it comes to

modulating through the key signaturesl

3. Guidance and Suggestions: For the customer who is

interested in historic temperament tuning, the tuner can

advise on the musical sound advantages and disadvantages

for such tunings and on the accompanying limitations,
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including musical key signature modulation limitations.5
As the referenced articles will point out, it is very helpful
with historic temperaments to own multiple acoustic pianos

to support tunings for multiple musical key signatures.
Another modem altemative is to have a software-controlled
electronic piano that can be instantly re-tuned or re-
configured to a variety of temperaments according to the
tonal qualities desired and the musical piece being played.

A Final Note
The above steps convey to your customers your knowledge,

training, and dedication in producing an excellent tuning.
This set of discussion topics r,r ill gire 1ou an opponunity to
sholv your enthusiasm and your qualifications for tuning and
demonstrating the results. Your customers will appreciate it and
it will, I believe, reflect well on your tuning business. What's
more, you have given your customers the gift of knowledge
about their pianos, r.vhich many will be very proud to have.

Endnotes

r Wikipedia, article on "Piano Tuning," table on "Equal
TemperamentBeatings." en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piano tuning.

'z 
Travis, John W., Let's Tune Up (Takoma Park, MD: Self-

published, 1968), chapters l0 and l1 .

I "The Railsback Curue," taken from a Wikipedia article on
piano acoustics. wikipedia.org/wiki/Piano_acoustics.

a See the discussion on the Pythagorean comma at wikipedia.
org/wiki/Pythagorean_comma, or from a piano tuner's
penpective, see "The Tuner and the Tempered Fifth" by F. L.
Donelson,The Tuners' Journal,Yol.7 No. 4, page 8, September
1921 (available on the PIG website).

5 A few staning points to read about historic temperaments:
a440piano.net/historic-temperaments, radfordpiano.com/
soundboard,4ristoricahempemments, and cambridgepianotuner.
co.uk/newsite,4ristoric-temperaments/. E
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